ADVENTURE
Once I went on an adventure
With the hope of a newer venture

I got first rank
And even went to a river bank
The bank was cool
Because it had a pool
I was eager to meet a baba
In the city of Addis Ababa

He told me my future
That I’m going to have an adventure!!!
Shubh Mandhana
5B
2983

ADVENTURE
We can do an adventure by nature
Sometimes we have fun
While going to an adventure
And sometimes it so interesting
While going to an adventure
Many people love
Adventure and the excitement
And they take up adventurous activities
Again and again

G.P. Lakshmidharan
5B
2979

ADVENTURE
Adventure is a great ton of fun
Even you can’t feel the light of sun
Be ready for an adventurous trip
If you hate it just put a flip
Try to have a trip to a mountain
Don’t get fed up trying it again
Go to a freezing zone in the world
Take a jacket get out of the cold
Being adventurous is very great
Don’t take time it will become late.
S.Kavin Bharathi
5A
2968

ADVENTURE
Adventure! Adventure! Everywhere
Adventure is somewhere
We can go to ‘Wonderla’
We can go to some villa!
We can play in rollercoaster
We can play in jumper jacket
I love Adventure
My life is an adventure
My life is full of Adventure
Adventure is everywhere
I say my parents to go to Adventurous places
Adventure! Adventure! Everywhere
ADVENTURE IS SOMEWHERE!!

B. Sritulsi
5A
2914

ADVENTURE
Adventure is fun
Adventure is enjoyable
Adventure is wonder

We fly like balloon upon sky
We feel curious, excited and happy.

Adventure is not only fun, try reading books also
People feel joy and adventure
interesting and thrilling
Adventure! Adventure! Adventure!

I love to adventure…

Gannamani V Hanshika
5A
2902

ADVENTURE
I felt excited
As it was my first train journey,
At the age of seven

I felt happy,
As in my coach there were a lot
Of children to entertain
I felt tensed,
As my mother consoled me saying that
It was common
I felt shocked
As I realized that our train
Didn’t reach the destination

I felt an adventure
As this sort of journey is uncommon.

Mattupalli Gayathri Sravya
5B
2960

ADVENTURE
Adventure is full of fun,
In which we go eating a bun.
We behave as if we are mad,
Sometimes happy, sometimes sad.
We travel in a car,
With a chocolate bar.
We go to ponds and hills,
Seeing fishes with gills.
I can’t wait for my next adventure,
With my best friends.
Samay Pradhwani
6A
2989

ADVENTURE
A adventure in a strange café
Waiter, where’s my soup?
What’s on the menu? Hungarian Goulash?
On it’s way Sir, loop the loop!
I suppose it’s served up with beetles and mash.
Straight from our famous cooking pot,
Isn’t there anything else I eat?
Here it comes, Sir, piping hot!
Yes Sir, you could try the crow’s feet.
But waiter, there’s a fly in my soup.
Highly recommend and good for teeth.
That no fly, Sir, that’s your chicken.
All our best guests.
The smaller the chicken the better the soup!
Are most happily fed here.
Please take it away.
And where are the now?
I’ll just have a curry and a plate of rice…
All happily dead, Sir.
The curry’s very good, Sir, full of spice!
Waiter what’s this object that’s floating around?
Just small beetle, Sir, homeward bound!
Never mind the curry, just bring me some bread,
I have to eat something before I’m in bed.
Yashavi Sarin
6B
2872

ADVENTURE
My life is an adventure
Fill with beauty of flowers and wonderment
When I think of my life
I think I am in a trip.
My dream is an adventure
When I go to sleep I will think
Of my adventure
When I think of my dream
I think I am in a beach.
My universe is an adventure
An astronaut is traveling from Earth to Mars
When I think of universe
I see stars twinkling in the sky.
Vanshika Garg
6A
2982

ADVENTURE
I was happy that summer vacation started.
I wanted to do an adventure
That was nothing but climbing a hill
I started climbing the hill and,
Then, I saw a cave, I went inside and
There was a huge monster,
I got scared and I ran and ran and ran
And then, I saw a waterfall,
And I was hiding there,
And the huge monster went inside the cave.
I was Hungry and then
I had nothing with me.
Then I saw a small village.
I went there and rang the bell, they said,
“Come in”. I went inside the house.
I said that I was hungry
They gave me some food and then,
I called my parents and then,
I woke up from my dreams.

Maddukuri Gana Teja
6A
2818

ADVENTURE
When I went to Australia
The breeze was cold
Then I met a man who was old
Who was very smart
The trees were tall
Much bigger than a ball
Then I went to trekking
Where the journey was tiring
Many animals passed by
Few sights were caught by my eye
This was an adventure
Of all my life.
Shreyas Medasani
6B
2772

